ABSTR4CT
Statistical sharing enables remarkable network efficiency in internets, compared to circuit-switched networks, but complicates economic efficiency associating traffic priority with users' vzduations. How can the network (routers) differentiate service so that it justifies differential pricing? One approach is integrating "mternetswith reservations which can be btied, like calls, based on duration and capacity. A more recent approach is dfierential treatment of packets marked for different types of service. Peak traffic rates over a negotiated time period can be either measured or controlled. These peak rates aggregatq with some degree of asynchrony, to the capacity limit of the network. At this limir outers protect the network horn congestive collapse by dropping addXional traffic based on the type of service marks. AIthough modern TCP end stations respond by reducing their network loads to a fair sharq nonresponsive applications threaten the integrity of the InterneL Can billing for congestion effectively control this threat?
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INTRODUCTION
Statistical sharing in packet-based networks, especially intemets, has produced unprecedented network efficiency. This eficiency has not been automatic,but depends on the behavior of end systems. The Interneteffectively collapsed in 1986 before TCP (transmission control protocol) was redesigned to avoid congestion [13] . This efficiency, and the rapidly growing sharing of resources on connected computers, made the Internet successfid beyond the researchcommunity.
In contrast the Internet has not accomplished economic efficiency.
The combination of remarkable network efficiency with research fimding rapid deployment made economic efficiency so unimportant that it still offers essentiallya single grade of best-effort service. Although the service is often quite goo~it is worst when most in demand. Efforts to build intemets with better service than the global Internethave focussed on private (e.g. Frame Relay) networksthatserve smallercommunities.
Economists have warned that the current problem of competition suppressing prices, and revenue required for expansio~could result from economic in-efi3ciency. An economically eficient system generates revenue for expansion by matching prices to users' valuation of the service [16, 24] .
However, economic optimalitymay not be as importantas finding pricing structuresthat can be deployed [22] . One practical realization is that pricing mechanisms will be concentratedat the edges of routig domains. Researchers now advocate experimental implementation of various pricing policies in place of economic optimality research. Uniform pricing policies are unlikely when multiple competing routing domains are responsible for carrying traffic between two endpoints. "In the context of this edge pricing paradi~usage-based pricing and fiat pricing are not radically different but instead both reside along the single continuumof usage-constrainingpolicies." The kind of usage constraintwe should seek is, as [10] applied to queuing, "Not only does this allow the currentgeneration of flow control algorithmsto function more effectively, but it creates an environment where users are rewarded for devising more sophisticatedand responsive algorithms." This paper explores how tie routers that compose the Internet can help, and asks what mechanisms should be provided. This depends as much on what is practical to implement in routers throughout the network as on economic theory. We review developmentsup to thispoint and seek direction on how ideas discussed in Internet economics research could be applied.
RESERVATIONS
Networks based on circuit leasing or circuit switching have demonstratedeconomic efficiency. Because the capacity of the circuit is dedicated to the user, eitherfor a contract period or duringthe call for switched service, the quality of service can be specified precisely. Both competition and variable pricing exist in telephone networks. Although complex regulatory issues are involved in the transitionof the telephone market from a regulated monopoly to a competitive ruarke~circuit-switched communication does not have tie problems of a single (best-effort) service at various access ratesand competition mostly on price.
The quality commitment of a dedicated circuit can be provided without the waste of unused capacity by supporting reserved capacity in the IntemeL Billing for reservationsin the same terms as calls supportsusers' need for higher quality and the revenue to provide it. The Integrated Service [4] extension of the Internet was designed to integrate guaranteed and predictive service quality reservations with the best-effort service of the Internet. The protocol supporting reservations in the IntegratedServices Internetis RSVP [261.
Because a reservation commits resources, admission control for reservations is the logical place to handle commitment to pay for those resources. The policy for admission control is in a policy server separatedfrom the routing fimctions. Routers would request a policy decision from the policy server prior to allocating a requested reservation. The cmrent working draft for the interaction of routers and policy servers is Common Open Policy Semite (COPS) [3] . Strong security is necessary both between routers and policy servers and between policy servers and the billing system that connects policies to economics because their interaction implies ii.nancial Transactions.
Keeping the statefor each reservationin all the intervening routers is expensive. The potential number of reservations is larger than all pairs of communicating computers because reservations can be specified for individurdflows &om any application on any computer to another. In the core of the Inteme~routers take the place occupied by simple but fast mnltiplexers in the circuit-based network. The feasibility of supporting the potentially huge number of reservationsaggregatednear the center of the Internetis questioned [18] . However, embling users to make andpay 53 for committed resources fits the demands of economic efficiency, and RSVP is being included in user (client) software.
Billing for reservationswould be essentiallylike billing for phone calls, based on duration and capacity, with some interestingvariations. Receivers establishreservationsfor information flowing (one way) from sources they speci~, in contrast to a caller establishing a two-way charmel in traditional telephony. Internet reservations can specm ore detailthanjust a standardincrementof bandwidth,in contrastwith just multiples of the basic (IX-O) telephone channel. What is similaris thatcharges arebased on usage as with telephone calls. This usage-basedbilling is not the dominanttiaditionin Internetaccess.
ACCESS RATE
The traditional economic model for Internetpricing has been charges based on access rate. Since the maximum rate at which a user can load an intemet is limited by the access circuit the access rate determines the worst-case provisioning requirements for circuits' carrying traffic aggregated among subscribers. The cost of these circuits for aggregated traffic is one of the largest costs borne by service providers. Provisioning for the worst case is neither economically feasl%lenor necessary because of the statistical sharing of trunk capacity. But at least some congestion will occur where traffic aggregated from subsmiier circuitsexceeds trunkcapacity.
As seen in Figure 1 , recent Internetaccess prices [23] show significant economies of scale. The approximately 800-times bandwidth ratio from the smallest standard(DS-0) circuit to the largest (IX-3) only costs 50 times as much. Because the standard units of capacity, f~ed by the existing telephone multiplexing hierarchy, increase by factors of 24 and 30, large increases in capacity and cost are required to obtain the scale economies. Greater variation in price at higher capacity levels reflects pricing alternativesto simple access rate already available from service providers. The most common alternativeis usagebased billing in additionto a lower monthly charge. It is worth noting how the economy of scale for dedicated access circuits extrapolatesto the common $20 per month dial access price. Extrapolatingthe pricelcapacity pattern above to 20 -28 K%psyields a monthly price around $200 -500, which is 20 -25 times tie typical dial subscription price. This suggests an over-subscription factor of at least 20 for dial access. This tiplies 20 subscniers contending for each available access moderq unless the cost per capacity is significantly less for dial ports than dedicated ports. Since dial access is circnit-switche~billing for the duration of access calls could fhirly allocate the oversubscnied resources.
There are essentiallytwo ways to reduce prices to compete for subscribers whose needs fit in between the standard circuit capacities measureuse or control it Control can be implemented in the access circuit through fractional (multiplexer) rates or at the routers to which the access circuitscomect. The advantageof fiactiond rate circuitsis simplicity at the router, which is balanced by the complexity of involving the circuitprovider in any capacity changes. New technology for access circuits, such as Digital Subscnier Line (DSL) and cable-modems are expected to offer additional access circuit capacities to subscniers who use dial access within a few years. Since these subscniers are not likely to pay monthly fees around $1000 in Figure 1 for access ratesaround 1 Mbps, diiYerent pricing options will be desired It is possible to bii for any usage measure. Although prices need not be tied to costs, it is dangerous to price services out of line with the underlying costs of the service. Any resulting subsidies may be exploited by subscribers who resell services thatare offered below cost. Successfid providers will constrain usage patterns toward more efficiency throughtheirpricing policyAn easy usage price is total packets or bytes through the subscriber's interface. But since the cost to provide comparable service is higher when their intemet is near peaks (greater capacity needed to avoid congestion and packet drops), competitive pressure would encourage discounts for off-peak usage. For example, per-byte charges could be discounted based on time of day, as long as the complexity of the price schedule does not drive customerstoward simpler subscriptions. Discounts on time of day might require adjustmentas subscribers time-shift theirtraffic, andpossibly thetraffic peak.
There is a different reason to focus on usage-constraining pricing rather than total volume pricing. Billing for total traffic may have the perverse effect of encouraging use when networks are congested. [8 section 4.4] TCP will increase its rate until congestion signals the limit of capacity. Total traffic moves more quickly when the network is unloaded-at no effective cost-which increases 54 charges per unit of time. Users may prefer to use the network duringpeak periods when traffic is slower and it is easier to limit the volume of their traffic. Total volume billing &us creates a disincentive for users to prefer offpeak use although shifting to off-peak use improves both network efficiency and user response time.
One way to avoid the overhead cost of managing and discounting accounting data is to shift the goal of mhimking peak usage to the customer by pricing on the peak usage rate. Since the access circuit is 100% used during packet transmissio~peahrate measurement requires a measurementinterval. Adjusting this interval, over which the peak is average~discounts traffic bursts but charges for sustainedrates. Discounting bursts is no problem because intemet routers are designed to accommodate just such bursts. UUNET and Digex are among the service providers already offering this kind of pricing. A competitive advantageof this approachis thatit is particularly easy for customers to increase their subscriptionlevels under this schedule.
Unfortunately, the implementation of burstable peak-rate pricing now requires sampling the rate iiequently to determineits peak. Computing peak values at the router's interface where the statisticsare collected could reduce the amount of data being moved through the network for accounting purposes. A design question for efficient distributedsystemsis whetherto move dataor the software needed to process it. For peak ratemeasurement moving a single parameter for the averaging window to the subscriber's interface in the router could replace hundreds (288 =12 5-minutesamples *24 hours per day) of samples from the router. The routermust also be able to handlethe additionalper-interfacecalculation.
Measuring peak rates would be part of a (variable) usagebased billing policy. An alternativeis to control the peak rate by limiting transmissions from routers by either shaping or dropping excess traffic. Routers already have featuresto limit outputstreamsto the rate of a frame-relay virtualcircui< which can be much lower thanthe rateof the intetiace. Packets can be queued for transmissionat the specified rate, shaping the outputto the rate limit. Or, at a reduced cos~because it does not require memory for the queue, packets can be dropped if they exceed the configured rate Iix@ simulating the effect of congestion due to the rate limit of the interface. Where bursts can be managed downstre% un-shaped traffic avoids queuing delays.
DIFFERENTIATED SERVICE
Differentiatedservice can justify the differentiatedpricing that is consistent with economic efficiency without reintroducing the callfreservation model of traditional telephony.
Assured Service
In the Expected Capacity model [n of differentiated service, the concept of rate-limitinga subscxiier's interface is combined with the Internet'straditionof making as much capaciq available to any user in order to provide higher v~ue rather than lower cost access. This model more direcdy responds to the economic goal summarized as "In the public Inteme4 where commercial providers offer service for paymen~the feedback will most often be different prices charged to customers with diiXerent requirements. This allows the providers to charge differentialprices to users that attachgreatervalue to their Internetaccess, and thus fund the deployment of additional resourcesto better serve them." [ldJ Insteadof dropping traffic thatis outside the rate for which the subscn%er is paying, the Expected Capacity model marks traflic that is witbin the rate profile for relative protection from congestion elsewhere in the intemet. Traffic above the profile rate is tmnsrnittedas before. When congestion occurs anywhere in the inteme~routers u'ould drop ordinary traffic in preference to traffic marked for assured service. The packet dropping mechanism needed throughouttie intemet is Random Early Detection @J3D) with In/Out enhancements (RIO). RED [11] is a queue management mechanism that manages congestion due to the bursty nature of TCP in core routersbetter than tail-drop, the previous mechanism. The improvementfrom RED is so ixnporiant its deployment is recommended throughout the Internet [5] . RIO extends RED so that packets marked out-of-profile are dropped before those marked in-proiile. Packets marked for assured service are protected from the effects of congestion by ordinary packets, which are dropped preferentiallyat congestion. A single bit in the Type-of-Service (TOS) byte, designed into the Internet Protocol but little used until now, provides value and price differentiation while maintaining both network efficiency and the tradition of fixed pricing based on access rate. Two parameters, the rate and allowable burst for assured service, are needed in the subscriber's interfaceto police the service level agreement
Premium Service
Just one more bit in the TOS byte is required for the 2-bit model for differentiated service [20] which provides a differentkind of differentiation Although assuredservices protect higher-viiued traffic from the risk of congestioninduced drops, this traffic could still wait in queues in severalToutersthatare absorbing traffic bursts or avoiding congestion with moderate average queue lengths. Applications such as interactivevoice might be willing to pay for a premium service thatminimizes delay. Not only would this service provide better thanbest effofl it would minimize delay through two necessaxy components:
-teed provisiotig of sufficient bandwidth and a separate queue which will always be very short. Since congestion and queues only form if there is not enough capacity for all traffic, over-provisioning all circuitsso that there is more capacity than the aggregate of premium traftic avoids a persistentqueue for this traffic. Under that guarantee,a separatequeue for traffic markedpremiumcan be given absolute priority over the queue for other (ordinary and assured)traffic. The rate limits for premium traflic must enforce the over-provisioning requirementfor this to work and traffic over the rate limit MUST be dropped. Dropping this traffic is consistent with its requirementfor low latency because later delivery of the traffic would be worthless.
Settlement
Since the service provider would presumably get more revenue for assuredservice, the next provider in the traffic path might want a share of that revenue. The second provider could treat the first as a subscriber with a rate limit or settlementsbetween providers could be based on the volume of traffic that is preferentiallyprotected from congestion. Agreements between providers to support premium traffic would require strict provisioning guarantees,as is necessary for circuit-based networking. Since the capacity for premium service will be automatically used by assured and ordinary tral%c, the network efficiency of packet switching is maintained. This efficiency, along with the scale economies observed earlier, suggestlarge economic advantagesfrom a packet-switched infrastructure for a wide variety of applications.
The Assured and Premium service models are promising enough that an IETF working group has been working to standardizethe use of the TOS byte, which will be renamed the Differentiated Service (IX) byte.
"Differentiated services are intended to provide scalable service discriminationin the Internetwithout the need for per-flow state and signaling at every hop. The differentiated services approach to providing quality of service in networks employs a small, well-defined set of building blocks from which a variety of services maybe built. ... A diiTerentiated-services-capablenetwork node includes a classifierthatselects packets based on the TOS octet and is capable of delivering the treatmentcorresponding to that marking of the TOS octet. Setting of the TOS octet and other conditioning of the dynamic behavior of marked packets need only be performed at network boundariesand may vary in complexity." [19] 5.4 Smart Market Several levels of precedence are included in drafts being considered by the Differentiated Services working group. The precedence value could specfi the priority for dropping packets during congestion.
The lowest precedence packets would be dropped at lower levels of congestio~with packets at higher precedence dropped only if congestion becomes worse, as with RIO. This preferential dropprng of traffic by precedence in response to congestion is a key feature of the Smart Market [17] model for Internet economics. A brief~o f tie Smart Market is that routers queue packets based on the user's price bl& with lower-bid packets dropped in response to congestion. Attractive economic results were shown when the price for all packets is set at the highest bid dropped due to congestion.
The Smart Ma&et might be approximated using drop precedences of Differentiated Services. Some compromises between practical router mechanisms and the originalSmartMarketmodel are expected. A single queue, with RED, weighted at several levels rather thanjust the two needed for RIO, could provide ordered packet drops without tie latency advantages implied by actually ordering the queue by bid Since there is not room for monetarybids in thesmall precedence fiel& a billing server would have to map bids into precedence values. The bid manager'scould compress values of bkls into a smallrange of values of precedence by focussing on the values at which RED-drops signal congestion. Because replacing existing TCP/IP software is infeasl%le,and because some system is needed to an&orize paymen~separating the bidding process horn packet forwarding is a reasomble approximationof the SmartMarket design. A bid manager would authorize a user's edge router to mark priority for h-affic as negotiated with the user-Precedence bid prices would be another component of a variable monthly bill, which would still include access-rate,circnit/c~and other charges. Open qnestiork include how service providers would settle between their price bidding systems, and if users would actuallywant fkee-marketpricing for network . . service.
Integrated and Differentiated Services
Differentiated Service need not be an alternative to IntegratedServices. Integrated Services features such as application-specific reservations and admission control policy could be used where its scale is feasible, with DifferentiatedServices operatingat larger scrdeswhere it is nob An Internetdraft 12] has identified the characteristics of Difi5erentiated Services necessary to connect regions of IntegratedServices.
BILLIN!GRATIONING SERVICE
Metered components as well as fixed-price components are valid in billing for network services. Where reservations are made across intemets,or circuits (calls) are dedicatedto a subscnier for a period of time, billing based on time and capacity is well accepte& based on traditionsin telephony. Other measured components of network billing are identified in this paper. However, subscribers seem to value tixed monthly bills [25] to the extentthatas many as 40% of flat-rate subscniers for local telephone service would pay less with metered billing. The fixed budgets of some subscribers, such as government agencies and university departments,discourage metered-price services. Occasionally, these subscribers have extra funding for special purposes they might want to spend on network service. A network service might reconcile the values of controlled costs and economic efficiency with a little help from the routers.
A token bucke~which is a common technique in network traffic control, could control a subscriber'snetwork access account. This control mechanism supportsthe intrinsically bursty nature of network use within specified bounds. Usually the bucket is filled at a constantrate, with tokens consumed by variable demands. Network billing could be modeled with payments filling a token bucket and metered charges, as well as fixed-rate charges, consuming the tokens. The contents of the bucke~and projected usage rates would provide the feedback in the subscriber's economic control loop. Billing in arrearscould be modeled as credit for a payment cycle. Paymentsin addition to the contractually fhed charges simply add tokens to the bucket. Because discomecting access is not the desired Tesponse to token depletio~more gradual mechanisms would ration network services. For example, admission control for reservationswould be blocked when the bucket has too few tokens. If Assured Service marking were part of the service, the rate andlor burst limits could be reduced to conserve tokens until replenished by the scheduled payment. If reductions in better-than-besteffort service were insufficientto avoid token depletion, the effective rate limit of the subscriber's interface could be reduced. In effec< the quality of service would diminish as payment tokens are depleted.
For rationing to work the accounting system would need an efficient mechanism to change the rate-limit configuration of the subscriber's network interface. To operate as an effective economic control loop, delays in enforcing limits, as well as in accounting for measured usage, must be shorter than the resource consumption decisions of the user. This accounting system would serve the needs of subscriberswho can manage variable network payments as wefi they just never trigger rationing etiorcement. All subscniers would value notiilcation when rationingwas about to be applied. This notice would have the statusof a bill for variable-paymentsubscribers.
This kind of interactiveinterface to the economic statusof a network subscribers account has been discussed in general terms as an Expenditure Controller Interface [9] . User preferences among a wide variety of network quality and price combinations, and more detailed control mechanisms than suggested above, are being studied emp-tically in the Internet Demand Experiment (INDEX) [25] , for which user interfaces and quality control have been developed. If electronic payments are added to the interactive accounting and quality contro~this process enables electronic commerce for the network i.niiastructure thatfacilitateselectronic commerce more generally.
CONGESTION
Economists have focussed on congestion costs because congestion is the key limitation of intemets. "Most of the costs of providing the Internet are more-or-less independentof the level of usage of the networlq i.e., most of the costs are fixed costs. If the network is not saturated the incremental cost of sending additional packets is essenlirillyzero." [17] . Since traffic at congestion drives the need for expansioq and increased cost why not charge specifically for this traffic to fired expansion?
To the extent that users value this trai%c less than their congestion prices, billing for congestion would encourage them to shift that use to uncontested times and locations, also improving network efficiency. Congestion pricing can provide the economic feedback advocated [ld_j for an economic control loop encouraging both network and economic efficiency. Including users' valuations in the control loop is essentialfor economic efficiency. Including the ends in conlrol has also been a design principle [fi_jof theInternet.
Congestive collapse remains an ever-present danger. Intemets naturally operate on the verge of congestion because TCP will exploit as much bandwidth as it can get. Although modem TCP avoids congestion weQ it is not reasonable [14] There are proposals to protect intemets from nonresponsive traffic flows within the routers, using the first two mechanisms [14] above. One research team [12] proposes identi@ing and regulating high-bandwidth flows 57 that are non-responsive to congestion signals. These dangerous flows are identified from analysis of the RED drop history. Constrainedscheduling on just these flows is more efficient than per-flow scheduling, which cannot solve the non-responsive flow problem by itself and may not scale for the large number of flows in core routers. Another researchteam [15] proposes a modit3cation,called Fair RED (FRED), which includes per-flow accounting in RED's queue managementmechanism. Flows thatattempt to queue more than their (lmrstable) fair share of packets arelimited to the averagenumber of packetsper flow in the queue. FRED is more efficient than per-flow scheduling because it operates entirely by dropping packets from a single queue, and performs accounting only for flows that have packets in the queue.
RED appears to be a good measure of congestion. RED samples usage. Sampling is how NSFnet reduced the burden of accounting data for core routers. RED is fair to the extent that "the fraction of marked packets for each connection is roughly proportional to that connection's share of the bandwidth." [11] Improvements in RED's fhess such as FRED are compatible with its use as a measure of congestion. If RED is weighted to reflect access-ratelimits, ask RIO, or higher delivery precedence, the better-than-best-effort [1] traffic is protected from congestion pricing it the same way it is protected from drops; presumably the price premium has already been applied.
There are essentially two alternatives to measure congestio% in the middle or at the edge of the network. Measuring in the middle requires accounting in very busy places; measuringat the edges requirespropagatingdetails of congestion to the edge where the scale of the accounting process is reduced. A method for propagatingRED signals of congestion to the receiving edge of the inteme~Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [21] , has already been proposed. Unfortunately, ECN would not apply to all traffic, just TCP sessions between end systems that honestly mark traffic for which they take responsibilityto reduce traffic when signale~and receivers that return congestion signals in through TCP. That ECN could be a component of the economic control loop for nonresponsive flows appearsunlikely.
An advantage of accounting for congestion where RED occurs is thatthe location of the congestion, as well as the source and destination in the packe~would be captured. This information can guide the deployment of additional resources. Since it is at the location where expansionneeds will be identified that the accounting is needed, and a congested router is already busy, the accounting mechanism must be efficient. More important than its efficiency is that it not slow the forwarding path through the router. Instead of simply dropping a RED packe~the router could queue its header to an accounting process, which would reduce its storage requirement to a count increment for that flow. Because the number of flows in the core is huge, the accounting process would have to ag~egate flows to reduce the data further. The order in which attributesof the flow are obscured by aggregation would be configurable, depending on the provider's charge allocation policyEventually, the aggregated usage information would be transferredto billing servers, which would manage subscribers' accounts and settlementswith other providers. A smart-market bid-mapping server would also need the precedence level of the RED-drops, if thatconcept were deployed. In order for congestion prices to operate as an effective feedback signal for (as yet unspecified) cost-avoiding applications, the charges must be propagated to subscribers'accounts, with dynamic user interactio~within thetimescale of the congestion pexiod.
Congestion billing can be seen as billing for waste, since the particularpackets counted are not delivered. This kind of btig policy would benefit not those who pay congestion charges, but the subscribers who would pay much less for lest-effort service because they do not subsidize expansion for network that fail to she properly when congestion signalsthe limit of capacity-If the hidden hand of marketeconomics works, best-effort use would not degrade so badly because congestion prices discourage the deployment of applications that badly fit the statistical sharingmodel of the IntemeL
SUNINL4RY and QUESTIONS
Existing and potential featuresof the routers that compose the infi-astructure of intemetsinclude .
measuringor controlling Imnsnns -sion rates, q rnaiking traffic for better than best effort protection from congestion or delay, q reserving specific tmnsmission characteristics for particularor aggegates of flows, . and protecting network capacity from rapacious flows fhatre~ond to congestion badly.
Systemsare conceivable that
. enable competitivebidding for betterintemet service q and control service levels to meet the payment objectives of subscribers.
These potential capabilitiesraise questions economics may better answer than engineetig. Which of the mechanisms underpinning the billing process will service providers actuallyuse? As importantas what service providers wanf is the question of what they need from the routers they deploy to sustain their economic success. It probably requires both economists and network operators to guide the choice of featuresto be implemented.
How important are fixed regular bills for network subscribers? Can those needs be adequatelymet with rateIimited interfaces? Will subscribers choose rationing in order to combine usage-priced services with fixed bills?
Would enough subscribers choose a measured peak rate btig option for the peak computation to be worthwhile implementingin the routerinterface?
Would any network service provider actuallytry deploying a system in which users bid for priority protection from congestion? If someone is developing this, how many levels of precedence are neede~and how are packets marked?
Are there enough subscribers who value low-cost besteffort network service to justi@ the development of congestion billing systems?
